









                                  UPPERCUT V: THE FINAL ROUND



Round 3

          Punch after punch after punch was being thrown by both fighters, sometimes being blocked, sometimes landing with precision and causing some damage along the way. It was still early in the fight and both men weren't even close to using up their energy. Twelve rounds was a long way to go, especially with the added effect of the world watching your every move in the ring. The boxer danced in a tight circle, never letting his opponent get too far away. Occasionally, he threw some hard jabs, a straight left here, a right cross there. Whatever he could throw without using too much energy was his plan for the moment, hoping to let his quarry tire himself out prematurely.
           He went in for another flurry of quick punches, then allowed himself a quick glace up at his students up in the stands as he moved back and readied his next assault. The younger up and comers looked content up there, leaning over the railing to take in everything that was going on in the ring. Just then, his opponent came at him swinging, trying a right cross, then a couple of straight lefts. He blocked them all, except the last one, which connected with his head. The boxer shook off the punch and got back at it, and was about to go in and try a combo of his own, when the bell rang, ending the round. He moved back toward his corner, and sat down on the waiting wooden stool. His  manager didn't wait to give him an earful.
          "Why you giving him chances to get in close like that? You gotta counterattack when he advances. Dance away from him, then when you catch him following, turn around and lay it on him! Once he starts taking a poundng, force him into the ropes and let loose! We gotta start giving him the beat-down of his life! If this guy is anything like his brother, he's not going to be easy to hit, so do what I tell you, okay?" said his manager and long-time friend. 
           He was right, of course. The boxer nodded and took a quick mouthful of water before pounding his gloves together. Time for offense and punishment.
           "I can do this." he said, voice a little muffled from his mouthguard, but still understandable.
           "I'm gonna attack." he finished. Just then, the bell rang to signify the start of the next round, and he got up and went back in.


Corporate box, Arena

           The fight was very entertaining, and two men in particular took more interest than everyone else, both being executives of their respective companies. They were enjoying the fight from the comfort of a private box in the arena where the fight was happening. 
          "Can you believe how easily he's keeping up with the other guy?" said the first man, while scribbling something on a notepad at the same time. 
          "No," started the second man. "I figured he might have slowed down a bit, seeing as how he'd been away for two years on some kind of 'hiatus'." he explained. 
           The first man nodded. "Yeah, I see what you mean. Perhaps this is a sign of how fit he must still be." he said. "Perhaps he has more left in him after this bout." he finished.
           The other man was a little more skeptical. 
           "I dunno. I mean, he doesn't have any more reason to keep fighting after this one. He's probably only here fighting to give everyone one last good show before he retires." he said. 
           The first man shrugged. "Not sure." he started. "All I know is that he's fighting at the top of his game still, and maybe he'll keep fighting. If so, we should maybe try to sign him to your promotion. That way, he'll be your fighter, and my company can take care of the merchandising aspect." he finished. The first man thought about it for a moment.
           "Perhaps you're on to something. But, this all hinges on him fighting again. If he retires, we'll have to find someone else." he said.
            The second man nodded. "True. But why worry about all that right now? Let's keep our eye on the fight for the time being, and then we'll make our decision later. It's not like everything hinges on this." he explained. 
            The first man agreed. "Yeah. You're right. You hungry at all? I can order us a food cart or some refreshments or something." he mentioned. 
            The other man smiled. "Yeah. Good idea. I could go for a good smoked meat sandwich, and maybe a beer." he replied. 
           "Okay. That works." said the second man, before he got up and picked up the phone at the minibar. Just as he was placing his order with his caterers, the bell rang down at the ring, and the round came to a close, he peered over the couch and saw both pugilists return to their corner.


Round 6

           Blood. No matter how hard he tried, it seemed like every fight he had been in had it's own schedule for cuts being opened. The blood was the by product, and lucky for him, it was only a little bit from a small cut on his left cheek. The boxer was grateful that it didn't happen above his eye this time. Having a small cut was one thing, but having a gusher over the eye was more of a pain in the ass than anything else. The last thing he needed was his vision imparied at a crucial moment in the fight. He knew he was getting closer to a victory. His crew seemed optimistic that he was leading the scorecards by a round, and he noticed that his opponent was starting to tire faster than he anticipated. 'This could all be over soon.' he thought.
          "You got him right where you want him!" started his manager. "Just like I said a couple rounds back, keep into the ropes, and pound him! If you keep doing that, you'll come out on top again, and then maybe we can take a vacation or something. Anyways, get back in there, and go for it. If you see an opportunity to knock him out, don't hesitate. You got this." he finished. 
         The boxer only nodded, and took another quick gulp of the water before his mouthguard went back in. He banged his gloves together, and rose from the stool the instant the bell rang. 
          It didn't take long for the two pugilists to go at one another, locking up a couple times in between a massive flurry of fists. The referee stepped in to break them up, and they went back to beating each other senseless. Rights and lefts were being thrown around as much as rice at a wedding, as both men looked to gain the upper hand through massive punishment. The pummeled, assaulted, and wore each other down, and it didn't seem like either of them would go the distance whatsoever. Still, the crowd was beyond pumped, cheering and wheezing after every shot. The atmosphere was electric, as both men started to put on a clinic for the crowds.


Press box

        I'm telling you man, I haven't seen a fight like this in years. The last few rounds have been a complete slobberknocker, you hear? I hope you're recording all the good parts back at the studio, 'cause I want to have the best highlight reel on the next recap show. I mean, geez. How often do we get so see a slobberknocker like this?" asked the boxing channel executive into the phone in the press box, trying to make sure all the bases were covered for the fight. He wanted as much comprehensive coverage as he could get for the highlight shows and rebroadcast extras. A fight like this would be high in overall ratings, as would the re-viewing a week later.
         He had covered a lot of fights in his time, but this one was turning out to be one of the best. Sure, it started slow, and seemed like it might end up being a bust, but the two fighters in the ring had really turned it on in the last few rounds, and it was all massive action. Punchers thrown with a frequency he hadn't seen in over ten years. He also couldn't believe how packed it was in the arena. He could see all the way up to the standing room sections, which also looked like they were bursting with excess boxing fans. For the sport, all this attention was great. It would be even better when all the highlights were rebroadcast, along with the fight, on his channel, complete with analysis and extras. It was all looking great.
        Just then, he had an idea. He again picked up the press box phone and called his senior manager at the station. 
       "Yeah, it's me again." he started, as his manager picked up the phone. "What time slot can we get in the interviews?" he asked. The executive listened to the answer that was given, then responded, a little more stern this time. 
       "What do you mean, 'what interviews?' The ones we got before the fight, and the ones we'll get after the fight!" he exclaimed. He listened again for a few seconds. 
       "Excellent." he said. "I'm okay with that. Talk to you after the fight. Bye." he said, hanging up the phone at the conversation's conclusion, and turning his attention back to the fight. The bell had just rang, ending a stellar round.


Round 9

          There was no way this fight was going to go the distance, and he knew it. Both men were too tired from almosy five rounds of sheer brutality. The energy was starting to fade, and the damage was starting to take it's toll on both pugilsts. The boxer himself had a new cut on his forehead, not to mention sore ribs, and a hurting headf. His opponent was worse off, having a massive cut above his eye that wouldn't stop bleeding, as well as more sore ribs, as he had given the man some heavy body work during the last two rounds. Both fighters had been giving it their all, marking a fight for the ages that still had a bit more to offer.
           'If I'm gonna do this, it better be soon....' he thought to himself as he approached his quarry, now uanble to keep up his ring dance due to fatigue. 
           The boxer lashed out as he got in close to his opponent, connecting to the face with two power shots, a quick right then left. The other fighter began to stumble, and it looked like he was having a hard time seeing through the blood that was pouring out of the cut above his left eye, and it wasn't letting up. Undaunted by the grisly sight, the boxer moved in again, letting loose whatever he had left. A couple of quick combos stunned his opponent yet again, but didn't stop the other man from unleashing a couple of quick shots of his own, catching the boxer in the ribs, and hard.
            He doubled back himself, before regrouping and going on the attack once more. He was about to unleash a final assault on his quarry, when suddenly, the referee ran into the middle, and stood in front of his opponent, who was now swaying and bleeding profusely, his chest and trunks covered in red, not to mention his face. 
            "It's over!" yelled the referee. "This fight is over! Ring the bell, ring the bell!" he said, before the ringing of the bell ended everything prematurely. Both entourages made their way into the ring as his opponent finally collapsed to the ring floor, sacked out from the fatigue of the fight, and loss of blood. The boxer raised his gloved hands high into the ai and smiled, having made it throught the brutal contest. 
                                     The ring announcer got to the microphone and climbed into the ring before saying his piece. 
          "Ladies and gentlemen, this fight has been called due to the referee's decision. Your winner, and still champion of the world....!" the announcer's voice began to fade away the boxer turned his attention to the crowd. He looked up at his students to see them clapping and cheering loudly. He pointed a gloved hand at them and smiled. 
           He had nothing left to accomplish into the ring, and he was okay with that. It was time for him to leave while on top, and embrace his new challenge of training the next generation of fighters. They were the future. Their time was now.


SportsBreak, sports channel

             "It was brutal, it was very bloody, and at times, it was one of the baddest fights we've ever seen. But folks, this fight won't be remembered for the high calibre fight it was, no sir. This fight will be remembered for the retirement of one of the greatest boxers of all time. That's right, the champ retired immediately after the fight ended, in front of the whole world."
             "The champ said and I quote, 'It is time to move on and let the younger fighters take centre stage. I have nothing left to prove, and it's best I moved aside and let other stars shine brightly.' Well, a true and humble champion to the end. That's all for tonight everyone. We'll have a special feature on the life and times of the champion a week from today, after the rebroadcast of the fight itself. Goodnight from all of us at SportsBreak!"



                                                          THE END.                               

